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“Life is about walking a way to the journey. No matter how hard it is, you 
have to be proud walking with fighting” 
(Danty Ari Murti) 
 
“You are essentially who you create yourself to be and all that occurs in your 
life is the result of your own making” 
(Stephen Richards) 
 
“Nobody can go back and start a new beginning. But, anyone can start today 
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DANTY ARI MURTI. A 320090005. DEFENSE MECHANISM OF ADELE 
REFLECTED IN ADELE’S 21 ALBUM : A PSYCHOANANLYTIC 
APPROACH MUHAMMADIYAHUNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2013. 
In this research the researcher discusses defense mechanism of Adele as a 
major character in Adele’s 21 album. Objective of the study is to analyze defense 
mechanism  related with Sigmun Freud pshychoanalytic approach. 
 The type of the research is qualitative research. There are two types of the 
data, namely Primary and secondary data. Primary data source comes from 
Adele’s 21 album. And secondary data comes from book, website, or any 
information related to the study. Then, the data are analyzed based on structural 
element and Sigmun Freud pshychoanalytic approach. In analyzing the data, this 
research applies descriptive analysis. 
The results of the study show; firstly, it is about structural analysis of Adele’s 21 
album. There are several elements of the song in this album likes, measure (bar), 
harmony, rhytm, tempo, intro, verse, pre-chorus, chorus and bridge. 
 Secondly, the researcher divided defense mechanism into several parts 
such as, denial, regression, acting out, dissociation, compartmentalization, 
projection, reaction formation, repression, displacement, intellectualization, 
rationalization, undoing, sublimation, compensation, assertiveness.  
Keywords :Defense Mechanism, Adele, 21 Album, Pshychoanalytic Perspective 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
